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**Cut Through the Noise: How to Create Content

and Stay Creative** 

 

Everything can and is creative. We tend to think of

chores and cooking as things that we have to do

(okay, so we do have to do them or have someone

do them for us), but the way we approach most of

our activities is with a lackluster attitude of have-to’s

and should which can lead to us cutting off our

natural inclination to feel creative in any endeavor

no matter how dreadful it may be. 

 

Here is a list of exercises you can do all in one

sitting, or do over a period of days (or some other

scenario). Do what feels good to you (hint: always

do what feels good to you. If my advice and

suggestions don’t feel like the right thing to do,

don’t do them. There will be the right person who

says the right thing at exactly the time you need to

hear it. Trust your intuition.). 

 

*Exercises* 

 

1. When do you feel most creative? Is it early in the

morning when no one else is awake? Is it in a

crowded cafe? Is it late at night? Is it in the shower?

Something else? Write down all of the times and

places you feel most creative. You may have to

reverse it — think of when some of your best ideas

have come to you (when I was in fashion school,

most of my designs  



came as I was drifting off to sleep. Not very

convenient, but they were the best).  

 

2. What is your go to creativity enhancer (this could

very well be an overlap of what you answered in #1

or not)? Mine is music with one small specificity — it

has to be music I’ve already listened to a gazillion

times or else I’m too distracted by the new music. I

can focus for hours with super familiar music

playing in the background. 

 

3. What are some chores or tasks you hate doing? I

pretty much was born not to do chores, and I’ve

learned how to use the internet to get a lot of

things I dread taking care of for me (damn, I love

technology!), but there are still things I can’t

outsource (yet, anyway). Do you like to dance? Do

you like to sing? Do you like to listen to music? Do

you like to draw? Do those things as much as you

can while doing something you dread. Cooking? Put

your food into some artistic shape. Dictate some

writing into a voice recorder. You’re getting **it done

and tapping into the infinite well of creativity at the

same time. 

 

4. There is no such thing as writer’s block (or any

creative block). This is the biggest lie we’ve been fed.

Maybe you feel uninspired at certain times, and

we’ve all been there, but it doesn’t mean you’re

blocked. Chances are if you’re feeling a creative

block, you’re feeling pretty crappy in other areas of

your life. 



Think of a time when you were feeling like you

couldn’t create and write about it. What else was

going on? Were you stressed at work? Family

drama? Something else? And during this time, you

were probably trying to control and force a lot of

things. Next time you feel that. Accept it. Don’t fight

it. Fighting it will keep it right where it is. Instead, let

go… go for a walk. Go on a bike ride. Drink a glass of

wine. Watch Netflix. Read a book. Dance like a

maniac in the mirror. Watch Melissa McCarthy.

Laugh your ass off. Let all of your creative mojo

come back to you by not forcing it to be there.  

 

Remember, our natural inclination is to be creative.

Honor the ways you stay creative, so you can tap

into more of the time. 

 

*Ways to Create Content* 

 

You CAN create content that comes from your

heart and most aligned self with ease and joy... 

 

In today's online business model, you are a content

marketer no matter what you're selling (at least you

better be to keep your client interested in what

you're offering). Your potential clients want to have

something to keep them interested in and

returning to beyond your offer.  

 

And... 

 

You can do it in a way that doesn't feel salesy or

way off base from how you truly communicate. 



Use this checklist and template extraordinaire as a

springboard to tons of content that you'll be able to

use now and expand upon it later as you nurture your

potential (and current) clients. 

 

*Content Checklist*: 

 

1. Think of sayings/teaching/things you're always

preaching and saying over and over again to anyone

who'll listen. For example, I'm always telling people to

chill out and to be present or always telling people

that they can do whatever they put their minds to

and that EVERYTHING is possible. 

 

Write them all down here. Don't worry if it isn't

succinct. Brain dump your thoughts for now. You can

return to your writing after to extract and fine tune. 

 

2. What's your jam? Your biggest passion? Mine is

writing, tacos, music, my kids and California. What

lights you up? What could you talk about for hours on

end with the right people? 

 

(Still brain dumping like in #1. No such thing as

perfect so get all that stuff out of your brain and onto

paper.) 

 

3. Think about your favorite way to communicate. Is it

through writing? Do you prefer chatting with

someone? Do you love being behind the camera? Do

you love being in front of the camera? 

 

 



In other words, if you could choose only one way to

deliver any content you create, what would it be? 

 

A podcast? A video? A blog post? Something else? 

 

That's where you'll start. Choose ONE and only one for

now to begin with. 

 

Look at #1 or #2. Pick one topic or idea from either of

those fun brain dumps and write it down now. 

 

Voila! You've just written down your first topic that you'll

develop into a longer piece of content. If it's an audio

or video, you can have an outline of the idea and if you

know you're good at expanding upon points as you go

and if you're not, you can create a script if you know

you aren't so good at improvising. If you love writing,

you can take the topic and turn it into a blog post. 

 

4. Whatever you create for #3 can be converted into

another medium for your content. If you write a blog,

you can now voice record it for an audio, etc. You can

take an audio or video and transcribe it to turn it into a

blog post.  

 

You can take out key sentences and phrases from your

longer content to create shorter social media posts. 

 

The possibilities are endless and you don't have to

keep reinventing the wheel to connect. 

 

 


